Advanced Programming [AP-2017]
First Programming Assignment - Instructions

1) The programming assignments are composed of **mandatory** and **optional** exercises. Their evaluation will contribute to the final grade of the exam. Students not having submitted solutions to the **mandatory exercises** cannot take the final oral exam.

2) The solutions to the exercises should be sent by email to the lecturer (andrea@di.unipi.it), indicating clearly in the Subject: “[AP-2017] Solutions to Assignment 1”. For each exercise, the text of the assignment describes the expected format of the solution.

3) **Deadline**: Students are invited to solve the exercises and to submit the solutions as soon as possible. The strict deadline is **November 12, 2017**. Exceptions are possible for strongly motivated reasons, to be discussed with the lecturer.

4) Submissions are individual. Students can cooperate when solving the problems, but each student is responsible of his/her own solutions and must be able to comment the code and the design choices.